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Game Proposal 

Game Description 

Mausodrehum is a virtual board game with a competitive local multiplayer mode for up to               
four players. In the game players compete in a race to the center of the game board and                  
extract the treasure to win the game.  

Setting & Story 

The game takes place in an ancient ruin based on past Middle and South American               
civilizations like the Aztec, Maya, and Inca. Inspired by famous adventure & treasure hunting              
movies, the main characters of the game, little mice, dress up as their favourite characters               
from the movies and set out to an adventure to explore the ruin and retrieve the treasure                 
hidden inside. 

 

Figure 1.1: Sketch of character model 

Gameplay 

All players start their adventure in different locations at the outside of the circular game               
board. Their goal is the same: be the first one to retrieve the treasure at the center and                  
escape from the ruin. 
Since Mausodrehum is a virtual board game, it is played in rounds like it is usually the case                  
for board games. When it’s a player’s turn, he can move a limited number of steps across                 
the game board, and optionally play a card from his hand, for example to attack an enemy.                 
Every player has a specific amount of health points. Once a player runs out of health points                 
they will drop their key fragments/ the treasure and spawn at one of the spawnpoints. 
The game can be roughly subdivided into two phases. In the first phase players must collect                
key fragments which are scattered around the game board. Once a player has reassembled              
a key, they can go to the center of the map and unlock the treasure chamber. This is where                   
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the second phase starts. The first player to reach the center tries to escape with the                
treasure, while the other players must hinder him in doing so. 
The game board is a circular labyrinth-like structure. It consists of ring-shaped corridors             
which move by themselves each turn to protect the treasure hidden in the center. The player                
can either use those movements to their advantage, or influence the rotation of the corridors               
to make their way across the map. 
 

 
Figure 1.2: Example game board sketch 

 

Cards 

The players draw a card every turn. In addition to that there are fields on the map where                  
players can acquire more. There are four different types of cards: 

 
 
Weapon cards deal direct damage to another player.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Environment cards influence the environment in a certain way, e.g.:          
changing the direction of a corridor-ring. 
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Trap cards can be used to place traps on the map which deal damage              
to the player that steps on it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Equipment cards are all other usable items, e.g.: armor which protects           
a player from damage or boots with which they can take more steps in              
a turn. 
 
 
 
 
 

Technical Achievement 

Our game has the unique property that we inherit both the high complexity of a board game                 
as well as the technical challenges of a video game. Our main technical achievement will               
thus be the complex interaction between the dynamic board, the players, and the large              
amount of cards. A shooter-like game, for example, can be easily tweaked if necessary:              
Movement speed, damage and health are all relatively independent mechanics. In contrast,            
even slight changes in the balance of a board game can completely change the overall               
gameplay. At no point should there be a single, obviously superior strategy. Luck should also               
play a role, but not to a degree that feels unfair to the players. Such design decisions will                  
occupy a large part of our development time. 

Alternative 1: Smartphone App Interaction 

Instead of having physical cards, the players will have their respective hand available to              
them via a specially crafted smartphone app. The board view is shared by all players and is                 
displayed on a single, central display. The technical difficulty of this implementation comes             
from the development of two (or more) separate applications which have to be in constant               
communication with each other. We have to develop a network protocol capable of             
propagating card states and potentially other status updates. Special effect cards will also be              
able to affect other player’s hands, which adds to the complexity.  
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Alternative 2: Webcam Card Recognition 

 
To give the game more of a board game feel, we could also opt for physical cards, which                  
can be drawn from a pile and are then either played on the board or kept in a player’s hand.                    
The main difficulty here, next to the actual creation of the physical cards, is the interaction                
with the virtual board. Our solution is to use a webcam which utilizes image recognition               
software to identify different cards. Once a card is successfully recognized, its effects can be               
applied to the board and/or other players. Some challenges with the approach are speed              
and robustness, which are essential for an enjoyable gaming experience. 

Big Idea Bullseye 

Development Schedule 

Functional minimum 

● Basic map (rotatable rings) 
● Player movement and camera 
● Controls 
● Win and Lose Conditions (first phase only) 

Low target 

● One card of each type 
● Designed map 
● Game menu 
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Desirable target 

● 3D modeled player characters 
● Basic 3D environment art 
● Basic sound effects 
● Two cards of each type 
● Written game explanation 
● Basic visual effects 
● Win condition (including “escape” phase) 

High target 

● Extensive 3D environment art 
● More cards of each type 
● In-game tutorial 
● Advanced Visual effects 
● Composed soundtrack 

Extras 

● Multiple maps 
● Enemies 

Assessment 

We want to create a game which is fun to play in a group at home just like normal board                    
games, but with elements one would consider too unhandy for physical games. Our game              
features for example a rotating map, a health-based combat system and random effects. All              
of this wouldn't make much fun to manage in a normal board game, but we still inherit card                  
and board game mechanics like turn-based gameplay and drawing and playing cards. To             
ensure that cards can only be seen by one player without needing several PCs we will                
implement one of the above mentioned solutions. This might actually make it also possible to               
perform action on the board without notice of the others e.g. laying traps. We hope we can                 
convince players who like to play board games to play our game.  
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Game Prototype 

Design 
For our game, a paper prototype might be especially important, since it so closely resembles               
an actual board game. For this reason, we spent considerable time on designing a paper               
prototype that would allow us to test all the core mechanics. To come up with a game that is                   
suitable for playtesting and feedback, a single playthrough should be relatively short while             
still conveying all the important mechanics of the game. In the end, we settled on a prototype                 
that included almost all of the mechanics of our real game, but in a simplified or limited                 
fashion. 
 

 
 
The first major task was the design of the board. We took a long time to get to an                   
agreement, since in our movement-heavy game, a badly designed board could completely            
destroy the experience. We first decided to give the board a relatively small amount of rings                
which would all rotate. The idea of fixed rings (rings that would not rotate) and “fat” rings                 
(rings that contained many traversable fields) were thrown out because we wanted player to              
cross over into other rings as often as possible, and to keep “twisting the board” a central                 
strategic game mechanic. On the other hand, we decided that too many rings would have a                
negative effect on the playing time.  
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Once we had the board, we tried to decide on how to implement the rotation mechanic.                
Since we wanted this mechanic to have a large and frequent influence on the gameplay, we                
needed either a very good incentive for players to rotate the ring, or take the power of                 
rotating the rings completely out of the player’s hand. After much discussion, we decided to               
force each player to turn a ring at the beginning of each turn. This would allow other players                  
to predict future turns and plan accordingly, and at the same time allow the rotating player to                 
surprise the others with their decision. To add another strategic element, we allow the player               
the rotate the ring by up to three “steps”, and to choose the direction to their liking. Since this                   
seemed to be very powerful, we chose to restrict the rotating power to the rings that are                 
adjacent to the player. 
 

 
 
The last major mechanics of our game were the cards, their powers and how to acquire                
them. We figured out soon that cards could be used as a great way of “fixing” potentially                 
poor board or movement design, so we played our first few rounds without cards to find                
these issues. We soon noticed that control over the rings and their rotation was vital, so we                 
added a category of cards called environment cards. These cards enhance the player’s             
power over the rings, enabling them to rotate them further, deny other players from rotating               
them, and more. Other card categories we added were equipment and weapons, which             
enhance a player’s ability to survive, move, or fight against other players. The last category               
are trap cards, which allow players to negatively influence their opponents, or even             
themselves. 
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How it works 

Preparation 
You need at least one person that will not participate in the game. First, they rotate all rings                  
randomly to their liking. Then, they place the three key tokens on randomly selected chest               
markers. The rest of the chest markers are filled with draw-a-card tokens. Then, all tokens               
are covered with the provided chest covers, so that their contents remain secret. 
 
Place all player markers on the entrance fields and give each player three life-tokens. The               
player that gets to go first is determined by a best-of-one round of rock-paper-scissors. After               
that, turns a taken in clockwise order. 

Goal(s) 
The goal of our game is to get to the treasure on the center ring. To access the center ring,                    
you need three special keys, which are hidden in random chests around the map. Since only                
one player can win, your secondary goal is to hinder the other players as much as possible. 

Turns 

A turn consists of three phases: 
 

1. The player turns the ring that they are on, or an adjacent ring, by 1 to 3 steps 
2. The player moves 0 to 3 fields onto any accessible field. If they land on a chest field,                  

they can open the chest. They also collect all draw-a-card tokens that they passed on               
their way, and the tokens are removed permanently. They also activate all traps on              
their way. 

3. The player can now openly play as many cards as they like (including none), but               
there are certain restrictions, which are described below. 
Alternatively, instead of playing any card, the player can attack another player            
(explained below). 

 
Note that all these mechanics can be influenced by cards. 

Chests 
Chests contain either a key or a draw-a-card token. When a chest containing a key is                
opened, the key remains at that location, but the chest is removed . A player can copy the                  
key by walking on that field, after which they will receive a key-copy token. The key will not                  
disappear when collected, so that other players can also collect it. Chests containing             
draw-a-card tokens let the player that opened them draw a card. After that, both the chest                
and the token vanish. 
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Cards 
When a player draws a card from the pile (via a draw-a-card token), it goes to their hand,                  
without the other players seeing the card. In phase 3 of their turns, players can play cards by                  
openly putting them next to their life tokens. Players can only openly display one card each                
of the categories equipment, weapon and environment/magic. If the player already has a             
card of the same category displayed, they can chose to discard it and replace it with the card                  
from their hand. Discarded cards go back into the pile, which is then shuffled. 
 
Trap cards do not fall under this limit, so a player can play any number of them. Unlike any                   
other cards, trap cards are played concealed and are put next to the board, not the player.                 
When a trap is played, a trap token is placed both on the card and one the field where the                    
trap is located. This field has to be accessible and directly adjacent to the player. All players                 
can activate the trap by walking over it. Once a trap has been activated, it goes into the pile.                   
Fields can only contain a single trap. 

Fighting and Death 
A player (A) can chose to attack another player (B) when there is a direct line of sight                  
between them and if the range of A’s weapon allows it. If A does not have a weapon, they                   
have to use their fists, which deal 1 damage and have a range of 0, so they require A to be                     
on the same field as B. If B dies as a result of the attack, all their equipment goes to the pile,                      
but they keep their key copies. B respawns at the entrance that is closest to the physical                 
player with full health. 

What we’ve learned 

Walls. The single most important lesson that we could take away before playtesting starts is               
that the placement and thickness of walls is a central design point that can completely shift                
the dynamic of our game. We started out with very few walls for our first tests, and then                  
gradually increased the number until it felt right. 
 
We also learned that designing this kind of game is really, really hard. In other games, you                 
can tweak imbalanced mechanics by simply changing some HP or damage value, but for a               
board game, every minor decision can completely change the gameplay. There are so many              
permutations of what a turn could look like, how the card system works, how movement               
works and what the winning conditions are, that at some point we just had to say: “Let’s go                  
with this and see where it goes”. A big takeaway was that we could use the card system to                   
“fix” flawed parts of the game without influencing other parts too much.  
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Influences on the game 

Even though most influences can only be determined after playtesting, we already have             
some valuable insights from the design phase. One of those insights is the importance of an                
easy to remember and fixed turn schema. Players should internalize the turn mechanics             
quickly so they can concentrate on the strategic aspects of the game instead of the rules. In                 
response, we’ve split turn into three fixed phases. 
 
Our biggest takeaway is certainly that we might have to allocate more coding time for               
implementing all the rules and mechanics of the gameplay than we initially planned. This              
became clear as we discussed card and movement design for hours. Since we were very               
creative in the design of card effects, we realized that we would have to design our game                 
logic in a very flexible way to support all these card mechanics.  
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Interim Report 

Layers Analysis 
All-in-all, we are pretty much right on the target. We have completed the functional minimum               
entirely, aside from some minor design changes which are described below. The most             
advanced part of our game is the map, which is fully functional and has a detailed 3D model,                  
even including some basic animation. One feature that we did not manage to include were               
functional cards, since the development of the networking and movement frameworks took            
more time than expected. With those mostly done now, however, cards will definitely be              
included in the next stage of the development process. 

Gameplay Progress 
The first phase of the game (Hunt for the cheese) is mostly finished. When it is their turn in                   
the game, Players can control their character via the separate mobile application to rotate a               
ring and then move their character. The player who is the first to collect all keys and to reach                   
the center, wins the game. The second phase (Escape from the maze) will be added later. 
 
 

 

Figure 3.1: Game board from above 
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Art 
Most 3D models for the game board are finished and fulfill the low target requirements for a                 
basic playthrough. Some have already been textured. A challenge posed the circular shape             
of the game board with its concentric rings, which made it unexpectedly difficult to reuse 3D                
models on different rings or take advantage of tileable textures. The next step is to finish the                 
textures for all environment models, and the focus on the player character models and              
animation. 

 

Figure 3.2: Center of the game board with golden cheese 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Chest for keys 
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The card design has been finished, however the items represented in the cards still need 
to be done. 

 
Figure 3.4: First card design with missing item picture 

Development 
 
Developing the framework for our multi-platform game turned out to be more challenging             
than we previously thought. We decided to split the mobile clients and server applications              
into different projects to avoid cross-project pollution of assets and scripts. This meant that              
shared code would have to be provided as .NET libraries, which would have to be copied to                 
the individual projects using post-build events. This approach seemed to work well for the              
most part, but also provided difficulties due to library symbol files not being available for               
debugging unless explicitly loaded. The project split also made testing rather cumbersome,            
since it requires at least a server and client instance running in parallel. 
 
Although networking libraries usually benefit greatly from the async/await state-machine          
implementation in .NET/Mono, this approach is a kind of double-edged sword when working             
with Unity. The game engine runs its own garbage-collector, but relies on Mono’s task              
scheduler, meaning that runaway tasks would periodically dereference unallocated memory.          
This lead to Editor crashes that were very hard to track down and required us to think                 
intensely about task cancellation and garbage collection. 
 
The last major hurdle was the complexity of the game board; While easy enough to build as                 
a paper prototype, the data structure proved difficult to handle in code. Numerous             
edge-cases and the uneven distribution of traversable fields on adjacent rings greatly            
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increased the complexity of basic functionality. Determining traversable fields in a certain            
range, for example, required careful observation of index wrapping and integer division rules. 
 

Design and Planning Changes 
There were no major design changes to our project in this phase. All aspects of gameplay                
remained constant, although there was some minor discussion about how the mobile UI             
should look, and if “undos” of ring rotations should be allowed due to fuzziness of               
touchscreen input. These issues have still no been decided completely and will most likely              
only be edged out during playtesting. 
 
Concerning the project planning, one major change was that we decided to defer the              
inclusion of cards to a later stage and focus more on creating a stable framework to build                 
upon. Cards have a very high complexity in our game, owed to their wide range of effects,                 
stacking of effects, and high number of card categories. They also require extensive network              
synchronization between client and server and a complex UI.  
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Alpha Release 

Layers Analysis 
- Functional Minimum + Low completed 

- Desirable goal finished except for “Basic sound effects” 

- High target  

- In-game tutorial -> Only tooltips, but intuitive UI 

- More cards of each type 

- Missing: 

- Extensive 3D environment art 

- Composed soundtrack 

- Advanced Visual effects 

- No additional features beyond our targets 

Gameplay Progress 
 

 

Figure 4.1: Game board overview for rotating rings 
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Figure 4.2: Server (left) and client (right) for player movement 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Client view for playing cards 

 

Art 
All 3D models that are essential for the gameplay are finished and fully textured. The main                
character model has been animated using Mixamo (www.mixamo.com), an online service           
providing automated rigging and high-quality retargetable animations. As of now the several            
idle animations, a death animation, and animations for moving across the game board are              
implemented for the character models. Further work could include decorative models for the             
game board, more animations for the characters (e.g. for attacking other players), different             
character costumes, 3D models for card items like weapons, and models for AI enemies. 
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Figure 4.4: Fully textured game board center 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Character model 
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Figure 4.6. Rendered card example 

 
The cards consist of the card outline (colored differently depending on the card type), an 
icon of the cardtype, an item picture, card name and card description. Each element was 
drawn separately (some of the item pictures are example images which we didn’t create 
ourselves) and put together by script.  
 

Development 

Card Framework 
Before any cards were introduced, we first had to create a framework that would allow               
players to be associated with collections of cards (their “hand”) and play them, while at the                
same time enabling developers to implement card behaviours and rulesets. 
 
The framework needed to be very flexible due to our complex requirements: 

- Cards of certain categories / types can only be played at certain point during a turn 
- Cards needed to be drawn according to their rarity 
- Cards should have a pretty UI representation that communicates not only their effect             

description, but also their type and rarity 
- It should be possible for cards to share images 
- Players should be able to examine cards and also possess an arbitrarily large             

amount of cards without breaking the UI 
- Adding cards should only be necessary on the server, and should be a quick process 
- Cards should have complete freedom in their implementation, while at the same time             

allowing different cards to share behaviour. This is hard! 
- Some cards would need Player interactivity, e.g. selecting a ring or selecting another             

player. This would involve server/client communication. 
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The implementation turned out to be very time consuming, but proved to be reliable. Cards               
are implemented as first-class citizens: Each card is required to specify an object which is               
instantiated in the scene and can access the same functionality as any other object. In               
particular, cards are responsible for communicating with the clients (players) in case further             
input is needed for the card behaviour. The client application has only receives visual              
information to display the cards, but is completely oblivious to their implementation. 
 
Since card behaviour is very specific to a game phase, turn phase and the entire board                
state, there are many failure conditions. To protect card implementers from having to deal              
with all of those, they are given the opportunity to “invalidate” a card before it is sent to the                   
player. The card will remain in the player’s hand, but won’t be able to be played in the                  
current turn. This system also assures that only playable cards are displayed to players. 
 

Card Logic 
While some card effects like healing are pretty straight forward. Most of our cards are more                
challenging to implement: 
Traps and Equipment are played secretly. Therefore, those cards have to be stored, their              
trigger condition needs to be checked at the right time and their behavior regarding other               
cards needs to be defined. 
Some cards such as Environment cards change gameplay mechanics and might have            
ongoing effects e.g. freezing a ring for one turn. 
Weapons have different ranges. Therefore, we need to check which players are in range and               
can be attacked without a wall blocking the way. Since the game board is always changing                
and rings can be of different sizes, this was quite challenging. 
While some card effects need server-client interaction, others might end the players turn.             
This had to be dealt without breaking the turn routine in both client and server. 
 

Death/Respawn 
This is especially important since players can now die if their life total becomes zero. While                
players respawn during the first stage of the game (before someone reaches the treasure              
room), they will die and lose the game in the second stage. On death players lose all their                  
cards (including worn equipment) and drop the treasure (cheese) if they possess it. Already              
collected keys on the other hand are kept. 
If a player dies in the second stage of the game our server and client logic needs to skip his                    
future turns and cooldowns need to be adjusted. 

Draw Mechanic 
Each player starts the game with an empty hand, but there are currently three different ways                
to obtain cards: 

1. There are 6 chests on the game board but only three of them contain keys. The other                 
ones give the first player to reach them a card. 
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2. A certain amount of draw tokens are spawned randomly at the start of the game. The                
player draws a card by walking over them. The amount of tokens will slowly replenish               
during the game 

3. The player will gain a card by collecting the treasure and will additionally draw a card                
at the beginning of his turn while he is carrying the treasure 

Server-UI 
We currently implemented UIs for all players which displays the life total and the amount of                
collected keys. Furthermore, we added some hints and tooltips, which explain the current             
goal of the game as well as the individual turn phases for each player. 
 

Playtesting 

Setting 
For playtesting we went to the boardgame night at the TUM since it has the same target                 
group as our game. We managed to test our game with 3 groups of 4 people who played the                   
game for about an hour each. Afterwards we discussed the game experience and they filled               
out our questionnaire. Therefore, we collected 12 responses and took some notes about             
how to improve the game..  

Results 
From the results we can see that most of the testers had a lot of fun playing the game and                    
liked the art style as well as the card design. Some found the controls a little unintuitive, but                  
most testers had little problems. Most people thought the ring rotations, which is the main               
feature of our game, were perfectly balanced. Many suggested to give the player better              
feedback, e.g. clearer indication which character one controls.  
The biggest problem of our game seemed to be that the rounds take quite some time and                 
you have nothing to do while waiting for your turn. Most people also thought the movement                
was a bit too slow, so that could be a possible solution to make the rounds a little more fast                    
paced. 
 
 

Changes 
The characters were color coded more obvious, so the players can find and distinguish them               
more easily and some animations were added. Since the mobile movement controls were a              
little confusing, we changed them before letting people playtest our game. Before, the             
buttons were always oriented so that the cheese was at the bottom of the mobile screen.                
Now, the buttons are oriented like they are seen on the board screen. 
We also added rarities for the card. The card drawing is now based on relative probabilities.  
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Planned Changes 
Looking at our playtesting results, we are planning the following changes which we haven’t              
managed to do yet: Speeding up the rounds by eliminating down time and maybe adding a                
turn timelimit. Improving player feedback by making it more clear what is happening on the               
board screen. 
 

Conclusion 

Final results 
We created a 2-to-4-player board game with cards. A player controls their figure with an               
android device which includes movement controls and card mechanics. The game board            
consists of 6 rings which can be turned by the players. The three outer rings are composed                 
of 32 fields and the tree inner rings are composed of 16 fields. The fields can have a wall on                    
each side restricting movement. The game is divided into two phases: 
First, one has to collect three keys which are placed in 6 chest on the map. Afterwards, one                  
has to collect the treasure in the middle of the game board. If a player dies during this phase,                   
he will respawn at his starting point without his cards while keeping his keys. 
In the second phase one has to get to the exit with the treasure. However, now death is                  
permanent. To give the player holding the treasure an advantage, he draws a card at the                
beginning of his turn and cannot be damaged with the basic attack. 
Cards can also be received by walking over (slowly respawning) draw tokens or by opening               
chests without a key. 
 
There are several different card types in our games: 

● Weapon cards deal damage to other players 
● Environmental cards alter the ability to rotate rings 
● Equipment can deflect damage 
● Items can buff a player (increase walking range, health etc) 
● Traps can be laid secretly on the ground and will have a negative effect on the next                 

player walking onto this field 
 

For an overview of our game watch: 
https://youtu.be/XFQ2DicXbvU 
 

Changes from the alpha release 
After the alpha release we used our time mostly for bug fixing. Furthermore, we improved               
the visuals with e.g. colour-coding, prettier backgrounds, GUI-improvements etc.. Sounds          
and cutscenes were added to improve the immersion of our game. More cards with different               
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rarities were added in order to make drawing cards more exciting and rewarding. We added               
a help dialog in the mobile client so one can read about the game rules while idle. Finally, a                   
kick-mechanic was added. Therefore, one can now continue to play the game even if              
someone has to quit early. Long-term effects caused by the kicked player like played traps               
or frozen rings will persist.  

Development process 

The initial design is almost exactly as our final game. We managed to complete all of our 
desired features and even most of the high target ones. We were able to follow our 
development schedule for the most part. Of course the development schedule was helpful 
for planning, while the other meetings were helpful as milestones. The prototype was 
especially useful for our game since it is a board game, so we could test the game almost 
exactly as it was implemented in the end. Since balancing was a difficult aspect of our 
game, the playtesting stage was also very useful.  

Personal impression of the course 
The course was educational and fun. By including the prototyping and playtesting periods, we              
got to experience aspects of game development that are usually not part of academic projects.               
We all enjoyed both working on our game and later playing it together. Because of the detailed                 
pre-planning, schedule was not an issue, and we managed to meet all of our initial goals and                 
even implement some goals beyond the planned ones. 

 

What was the biggest technical difficulty during theproject?  

The cross-platform networking between clients and the server turned out to be the source of               
many issues, especially once the requirements shifted slightly. 

 

What was your impression of working with the theme? 

The theme seemed to be a bit too restrictive in the beginning, but turned out to be just open                   
enough to work with it creatively. 

 

Do you think the theme enhanced your game, or would you have been happier with total freedom? 

The theme didn’t enhance the game directly, but influenced the game design. We are certain               
that even without a theme, we would have created a good game. Having a theme is fine as long                   
as it still allows for enough creative freedom.   
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What would you do differently in your next game project? 

Analyze dependencies on the networking implementation more thoroughly in advance. 

 

What was your greatest success during the project? 

Our greatest moment of success was probably during playtesting, where we noticed that all              
groups that tested the game actually enjoyed it as a game, and not just as an academic project. 

 

Are you happy with the final result of your project? 

Yes, completely. A lot of the critique we got was a critique of the genre, not the game. 

 

Do you consider the project a success? 

For the most part. The game is potentially very fun, but the gameplay is not as polished as it                   
could have been. There are some dominant strategies that we didn’t think of during game               
design. If we had another semester, those are the issues we would address. 

 

To what extent did you meet your project plan and milestones (not at all, partly, mostly, always)? 

In the beginning we fell slightly behind our milestones because a lot of the time went into                 
framework and foundational coding. This decision turned out to be completely worth it, though,              
as we easily caught up with our schedule during later milestones. 

 

What improvements would you suggest for the course organization? 

We would enjoy a final meeting where we could play all the games from the course. The demo                  
day is too hectic to enjoy and discuss the other groups’ games. 
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Appendix 

Cards (Prototype) 
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Survey Results 
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from bad to good

 
from too short to too long
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from too weak to too powerful

from boring to entertaining

from too slow to too fast
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from bad to good

from unituitive to easy-to-use 
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